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OREGON NORMAL SCHOOL, MONMOUTH OREGON, SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1936

VOLUME XIII

1:hi Beta Sigma TO Hold

Tenth Annual Conference
ls Started This Morning

I
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First National Convention
Phi Beta Sigma, national honorary fraternity, will hold its first
national convention May 1 and 2 on the Oregon Normal school campus.
Delegates from the normal schools located at La Grande, Ashland, and
Lewiston, Idaho, will attend this convention which is the first this
organization has ever held.
An extensive program has been arranged. Beginning at 4:00 P.M
there will be a short meeting o:e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

New Gymnasium
Rea dY f Cl asses

welcome which will be followed by a
pot-luck supper, initiation of new
members, and a dance sponsored by
Phi Beta Sigma at which the deleOr
gates will be guests.
Saturday's program will consist
Physical education classes moved
of round-table discussions of prob- into the new gymnasium the middle
lems pertinent to the national fra- of this week. The State Board of
ternity. There will be a speaker. Higher Education met here last
Miss Clara A. Trotter, Dr. A. S. Tuesday and accepted the building.
Jensen and Miss Emma Henkle wi!l
Rooms are provided for two physical
be hosts to the Phi Beta Sigma education classes for both men and
members and their guests at lunch women. As stated before, the new
Saturday at the Monmouth Hotel. I gym contains handball courts, danCAfter lunch there :'ill ~e more ing rooms, and faculty offices. The
round-table group discussions ter- dedication will not be held until
min~ted by !', banquet to be held at . October, when the state Board
1
Jessica Todd hall.
meets for its fall meeting on this
Invitations have been sent to tne i campus. Both this .building and the
alumni of Phi Beta Sigma and new administration building will be
many are expected to return for the dedicated at this time.
convention. Among those expected
Work is progressing rapidly on the
are Willard Berg, a past president, administration building. About 25
who teaches in Vernonia.
Imen are working daily and have the
Members of Phi Beta Sigma will I girders all in place and much of the
house the delegates a~ _their guests. I' floor work on the second floor. The
This convention, irut1ated by Ore- front of the building will contain
gon Normal's local chapter, prom!s- much beautiful stonework and the
es to be one of the outstanding/ greater part of this has been comevents of the school year. Faculty pleted. At the rate the work is
advisers and members are cooperat- progressing and according to the
ing to the utmost to make the con- contractor's plans, the building will
vention a success.
be ready for use by the opening of
school next fall.
This building is to be three stories
high with about 10 large classrooms.
Laboratories and the business offices will be placed in this building,
The members of Phi Beta Sigma, also. The psychology laboratory and
national honorary for Normal lecture room w!ll seat about 200.
schools which aims to develop schol- The biology laborateory will also
arship, service and professional at- accommodate a large group. Many
titudes, have chosen the following classes will continue to be held in
the old administration building and
new members:
Marlon Schreiber, Arlene Peoples, in the old gymnasium. Chapel proAnna Adamson,
Helen Wetherell, grams will still be held in the old
Sybil Belshe, Hazel Buss, Dolly Do-, building, as there will be no audilan, June Braley, Annelle Ringhoffer, torium in the new edifice.
Lester Chase, Evan Campbell, William F. Lewis, Harvey Harris, Tom Varied Programs To Be
Summerville, Lowell MacMillan, ArPresented in Assemblies
ne Jensen, Douglas Bothwell and
John $ellwood.
Delegates to the national Phi
Monday morning, April 27, two
Beta Sigma convention to be held on sound pictures will be presented ctur- j
this campus May 1 and 2 are:
ing the assembly period. The films
Helen Hall, Mildred McKnight, to be shown are "Nmanga" and "On
Mary Bany, Grover Kelsay, Harrison the Blue Pacific." The followir.ig
Caughey and Kenneth Stuart.
Wednesday a student program will
be given, and the assurance has been
given that this program will be very
Scholarships Awarded
entertaining. Friday, April 31 is yrt
High School Students an
open date for an assembly proThe following high school stu- gram.
dents have been awarded scholarThe following week will provide
ships for 1936-1937 at the Oregon three varied programs. Monday,
Normal school: Louise Starr, Hal- May 4, the associated women stusey; Eleanor Grand, Toledo; Albert dents will sponsor the program;
Klassen, Rickreall, (Dallas high Wednesday, May 6 G. Marston Haschool) ; Mildred Rickman, Salem; dock of San Francisco will present a
Betty Barock, Portland (Lincoln recital-lecture of folk songs, balhigh school) ; Lois Hamblin, Yam- lads and traditional songs of Enghill; Hilda Speasl, Lebanon; Cath- land. The Polk county music festival
erine E. Reynolds, Newberg; Hazel is scheduled for Friday, May 8.
M Crowley, Independence; May
Sound pictures will again be
Dahlgren,
Warren (Scappoose shown on Monday, May 11, and the
high school) .
following Wednesday there will be
(Continued on Page Two)
another student program.
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Phi Beta Sigma

Selects Members

I

\

NUMBER 13

At 9:00 A.M. this morning the 10th annual educational conference
will open its program at the Oregon Normal school with "The Integrative Function of the School" as the general subject for the session.
Vierling Kersey, State Superintendent of Schools in California, will
be the main speaker for this year's meeting. Other speakers scheduled
for the day are Daniel Mendelowitz of Stanford university, who will
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • s p e a k before the art section; Miss
Grace Carter, principal of Frederick
Burk school, San Francisco State
Teachers college; J. N. Kneiseley,
principal of John Marshall junior
high shool in Seattle; and Dr. E. P.
Classroom work from the Inde- Borden, psychiatrist, of Oregon City.
pendence training school will be
shown in the Monmouth school and
WELCOME
will include samples of daily work
Once again it is my good pleasfrom each grade.
ure to welcome to our campus on
The upper grade section will have
Education Day many former stuon display a unit, "Adventuring with
dents of the Oregon Normal the Mails," which grew out of a
school, along with many other civics class. This unit will include
men and women who are inter- a stamp collection showing panels
ested in the problems of elemen- of foreign, animal, commemorative
ary teacher training.
and many other types of stamps.
We extend a most sincere The art work has centered around
greeting to all and trust that the the post office and the carrying of
SUPT. VIERLING KERSEY
day will be a most profitable one the mail. All the material, including
In addition to the general assembfor each.
poetry and three original plays, has ly speakers, many prominent educaJ. A. Churchill, President. been organized into a booklet which
tors will participate in the various
will also be on display.
section meetings which have been
The intermediate grades have arranged for teachers interested in
published a newspaper this year, the various fields of elementary edbound volumes of which wm be ex- ucation. Panel discussions will folhibited. There will be stories of the low the presentation of the theme
origin of many of their plays and in each division.
The main business of the regular pictures of the plays as well as of
In connection with the conference,
meeting of Theta Delta Phi on the scenery which the children exhibits consisting of books, childTuesday evening, April 14, was the themselves painted. A collection of ren's work, health charts, and psyelection of a new president. The poems enjoyed during the year and chology demonstrations have been
fraternity's constitution states that many posters on recreational read- arranged.
only active members (undergraduate ing may be seen there.
Social features of the conference
members) may hold office. Since
During the winter term a doll unit are luncheons for the Primary and
Kenneth Stuart graduated in March has been very important to the pri- Intermediate groups, a joint banhe was automatically retired as I mary grades. This, and the outcome quet at Jessica Todd hall Saturday
president. Several nominations were of it, will be exhibited. The Dionne evening for Phi Delta Kappa and
made and Evan Campbell finally quintuplets' hospital was made and Pi Lambda Theta, national honorwon the election.
many features of it will be seen. ary and professional organizations,
The remainder of the meeting was There has been much interest shown the presentation of three one-act
spent in discussing and making final in connection with boats, airplanes, plays Friday night by the Crimson
plans for the formal initiation. 1 and books, and as a result much 'O' Players, and a Social Hour in
President Campbell presided a.t this creative hand work and English the gymnasium Saturday night.
discussion.
work will be shown.
Dr. A. S. Jensen of the psychology department is general chairman
for the conference.
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE PROGRAM

Training School

To Have Display

Theta Delta Phi

Elects President

I

Morning Program
9:00-10:20 GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Auditorium
Address of Welcome-President J. A. Churchill
Address by Superintendent Vierling Kersey, Sacramento, Cal.
10:30-12:00 SECTION MEETINGS
I. Primary (Rooms 11 and 13) Miss Jane. Barnett, presiding
Address by Dr. E. P. Borden, Oregon City
II. Intermediate (Auditorium) Supt. Frank Bennett, presiding
Address by Miss Grace Carter, San Francisco
III. Upper Grade (Room 21) Prin. Wendel Van Loan, presiding
Address by Principal J. M. Kn!seley, Seattle
IV. Elementary Principals (Room 22) W. B. Schnebley, presiding
Address by Superintendent C. A. Rice, Portland
V. Ait
Miss Marie Ring, presiding
Afternoon Program
1:30-2:50 GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Assembly
Address by Superintendent Vierling Kersey
Superintendent C. A. Howard, presiding
3:00-4:00 SECTION MEETINGS
I. Primary (Rooms 11 and 13) Mlss Jane Barnett, presiding
Address by Dr. E. P. Borden
II. Intermediate (Room 22) Miss Edna Starrett, presiding
III. Upper Grades (Room 21) Supt. Roy E. Cannon, presiding
Address by Professor Daniel M. Mendelowitz
IV. Administrators (Auditorium) Supt. C. A. Howard, presiding
Addresses by C. A. Howard and J.M. Knieseley
V. Health (Room 16) Dr. Henrietta Morris, presiding
Addresses by Mrs. Ada Mayne, Manager Oregon Dairy Council
and Miss Greba Logan, Supervisor of Health Education,
Portland

Special Two-Week

Session Is Offered
On June 8, 1936 a special twoweek session will begin at the Oregon Normal school for those teachers who wish to attend a short session which offers such work only as
will make for professional growth.
Seven two-week courses are being
offered, each of which will carry two
term hours of credit and will meet
the requirements for the reading
circle certificate. A maximum of
three credit hours may be earned.
Courses to be offered during this
session include the Puppet Show,
conducted by Mrs. Katherine Larson, in which the aim is to train
teachers to be able to produce puppet shows in their own schools;
Crafts, which will be taught by Miss
Alabama Brenton, assistant professor of art; Recent Developments in
Primary Education, which will be
under the direction of Miss Anne
O'Neill, supervisor of primary edu(Continued on Page Six)
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scholarship from members as they
look forward instead of pointing at
past achievements.
Al Johnson and Kenneth Munford, alumni members, gave short
talks. I
The main addresse of the evening was given by M. E. Erickson, new
faculty member, on Education in
Mexico. He told how the Mexican
government had built railroads, but
no schools for many years. In 1922,
Mexico had only one normal school
and 323 rural schools; but in 1930
they had 18 normals and 7000 rural
schools;. Teachers went into small
villages i,.nd communities to teach,
cleaned up some old hut, invited the
people to attend, and started by
teaching them about their government, the flag, a few health habits,
and how to make a living. Many of
the older people attended night
schools and learned the Spanish
language for the first time. So-called missionaries followed up the
teachers, held a two-week practice
school, and taught not only the
teahers but the people how to organize and maintain healthful and
law-abiding communities. The government is rapidly taking over the
schools. Mexico City and a few other cities are teaching the finer arts.
As a result, many Mexican paintings
have recently won world prizes.

CRIMSON KITTEN
Hello, all my interested readers!
Here I am a newcomer. in your midst
ready to report to you all the interesting little tid-bits gathered here
and there on your campus.
As I rode into town on the spare
tire of a collapsible Model-T the
other noon, what should I see but a
group of future teachers competing
against each other in a game of
hop-scoach on the front walk of the
dormitory, and was Connie Herwick
having a hard time trying to slide
her rock into the proper place!

The Crimson 'O' plays, presented
last
night were well re~ived by a
EDITORIAL STAFF
large
audience.
Cartoonist
........
Leonard
Gustafson
News Editor ................ Rose Tolonen
A Spanish palace scene for the
Music & Drama .. Marg. Dougherty
Copy Editor .................... Carl Black
Society ........................... Janet Yates fantasy, The Birthday of the InSports Editor .................... Don Hunt
women's Sports .......... Lavon Sayrs fanta, by Oscar Wilde, was displayed
Features ............ Margaret Turnbull
by the parting of the curtains. Jane
Elton was the typical dissatisfied,
BUSINESS STAFF
Did you see Phyllis West's benign
Verl Cochran .... Business Manager Thos. J. Summerville .... Asst. Mgr. hard-hearted Infanta of Spain.
expression the other night! Know
Ralph Starnes ................ Circulation Glendolene Vinyard .. Sally Sez So Claudia Alexander played the unwhy?
usual part of the Fantastic with dexSPECIAL CONTRIBT,JTORS
My Wednesday afternoon siesta
terity, while Helene Homewood as
Hazel Buss
in the sun near the tennis courts was
Haze1 Wolfard
Margaret Moore Mary Rodda
the Dutchess, Gordon Ebbert as the
Margaret Muhr Olevia Spease!
interrupted by the President, who
Les Chase
Arlene Peoples
Count, and Frank Pratt as the
Tannis Barrows June Brown
Ernie Huber
Margaret Phelps
was telling three dubious co-eds
Chamberlain gave creditable perEloise Smith
Shirley Braat
Alice Johnson
Betty Boquist
about the palatableness of onion pie
formances. Marie Simmons, the diAnna L. Larson Esther Adams
Helene HomewoodJames Wilmarth
Which is at its best when cold and
rector was assisted by Maurice HunSam Dashiell
Mary Alice Enos Virginia Helyer Marion Schrieber
served with juniper berry sauce. It
nicutt as costume manager and BetDorothy Friesen June Braley
Isobel Hannon
Elizabeth Chisholm ty Cameron as property manager.
seems that this is a dish of eastern
Marie Simmons Ruth Byrley
Jean Richmond Carmen Gueffroy
Oregon fame, but being a native of
On Vengeance Height, by Allen
western Oregon, I wouldn't know
Davis proved to be a very gripping
about this culinary masterpiece.
drama, set in a typical backwoods
Have any of you loyal eastern orecabin. Marion Schreiber with her
gonanians ever partaKen of this delexcellent interpretation of Gram
The annual Educational Conference at the Oregon Normal school Gormley caused more than one tear
icacy
is a. happy event because so many friends come to visi:t us. We rejoice to be shed. Isabel Hannon as Hope,
in the companionship of professional and personal friendships. Only by Warren Elliott as Lem Carmault, Modern Composers
Connie Cochran looked last Thurscooperative effort of all the agencies engaged in the educational endeav- and Charles Byers as Clay Gormly
Discovered at Dorm day as fee1 after a bow1 of truck
cream has been my supper. Lucky
ors can we hope to reach greater sucess in dealing with the youth of the gave convincing performances as the
More fun at the dormitory! It girl, she has a school with just five
land. we are happy in the labor of promoting these conferences, we mountaineers in a tense situation.
firmly believe they render a service to our teaching profession and Glen Vinyard, director, was asssist- seems as if there is a song contest pupils.
through them to the children of the state. The presence of our friends ed by Ruth Fulgham, costume man- in the air and a prize (a luscious
And did I run and hide when
big cake) is being given to the table
and co-workers is, after all, the chief reason for the success of our en- I ager and Eldora Voss, property manthat writes the best song.
"Toppy" found her sweater with the
deavors.
ager.
It's really quite amusing to watch sleeves tied into knots! Shame on
It is with the keenest appreciation of your cooperation in our beAll tenseness was dispelled by the these modern composers. The first you, Sam, you're in college now.
half that we wish you the heartiest of welcome.
comedy, On With the Dance, by S. question is choice or the selection
A. s. JENSEN, Chairman Committee
M. 'I~
~ugo. Connie Cochran as Babe, most suitable for a dormitory song.
Warm spring days certainly bring
Ione Moore as Claire, Eva Peterson Of course they want rhythm; but a out the nudists in our students. Elas Johnnie, Davon Sayers as Flossie, simple tune is necessary _ because more Borden plays tennis in shorts
and Maxyne Huber as Madge, gave the words have to be original. After only, and I saw Betty Altishin tryrealistic performances as the five the song is chosen _ the work be- ing to get a sun-tan by lying in her
Various school pap~rs all over the state have recently published college girls. Frank Adams as Ralph gins. Someone wants to know what back yard in her bathing suit.
articles questioning the traditional honor system. Most schools feel and Kenneth Stuart as the sheriff, rhymes with dorm _ form, storm,
Vivian Reynolds says she didn't
that a revision is necessary. Of the proposals suggested, the most out- played their roles convincingly while warm. Now-how would this beused to like the name of Arne, but
standing is that which calls for the rigid enforcing of class supervision Grover Kelsay as the valet was up
"I was caught in a storm
now she thinks its "cute!" Can you
by faculty, and examinations prepared so as to eliminate chances of to his laughable best. Francis HamAnd I wasn't very warmimagine why?
copying. Failure in the operation of the honor system is attributed to street directed this play. Helen RobThen I saw a large forminson was costume manager and
I'm wondering if Kelsay still has a
the fact that it lacks the necessary support of the students.
And behold it was the dorm."
While the above plan would correct the ailment in one ,sense, it Hugh Emry was property manager.
And so on. Finallf by the process "Rose in his Garden of Love?"
The staging committee with Leon- of addition, elimination and - the
would ultimately defeat its own pm·pose. With this method there would
Whatever do the poor high school
be an increase in the penalties for cheating. Emphasis would not be ard Gustafson as general chairman song is completed. The worst is yet girls of Monmouth do for boyand Verl Cochran for the fantasy, to come. The listeners have to bear
placed on honesty for its own sake but honesty because of fear.
friends since their territory has been
In some colleges where cheating was more prevalent the students Lewis Douglas for the drama . and up under hearing them practice the "muscled" into by some "Dear
were faced with the accusation. They admitted cheating, defending their Clarence Hulse for the comedy, was song - not just once, but again and Teechers"? A dirty shame I call it.
actions by saying that their grade average was one point by which res~onsible for the smooth workings again. However, all live in high
Spring fever is getting me too, so
hopes and in great anticipation of
they were considered for positions and that, when placed in competi- backstage.
the time when the contest will be I'll cover my typewriter for today.
tion with less ethical students, they were forced to follow suit. In many
finished.
Watch for me.-The Crimson Kitten
classrooms, they stated, it was not a case of what they knew but how
clever they were in cribbing.
The honor system has failed in many schools not because the system itself is wrong but because of abuse through the unprincipled traits
in human nature. Greed, selfishness, a craving for personal aggrandise~
At the banquet of Theta Delta ,
ment and other unworthy qualities have wrecked the system devised Phi, men's national scholastic frafor better ends. The need now is not for a new system or even a revert- ternity, on Saturday, April 18 at
ing' to the old method of teacher-policing, but a revolution of ideals.
Jessica Todd hall, new members
The revolution of ideals, the turning away from wrong to a better were officially welcomed into mem-\
.
conception of· right and justice, wih achieve real progress toward the bership. Eighteen members of the
maintaining of an honor system that is really an honor system. It will fraternity were present, including
The following books will be found tiona1 artistic value.
require a high degree of moral courage in all circumstances even un- two former members that have
on
display in the literary exhibit:
Ratzesberger, Anna-Camel Bells.
der threat of personal disadvantage as to grades. students must rebel graduated. Special guests included
Boulton, Rudyard-Traveling with Story of a boy of present day Baghagainst injustices toward themselves done by their fellow-students. It Mesdames Caldwell, Christensen,
is not the honor system that needs overhauling but studenti,. need an Campbell, and Gustafson and Dr. J. Birds. Large book with 12 full page dad, who works as apprentice to a
color plates and many black and coppersmith and then as a shepherd
N. Carls and M. E. Erickson.
increased morale regarding honesty.
white
illustrations in the text. Inter- for a Bedouin sheik. Very good ilPresident Evan Campbell welcomEnforcement of this method must come through complete coopered
the
new
members
by
comparing
esting
information on migrations of lustrations in color by Kurt Wiesse.
ation, tradition and the building of better and finer conceptions of right
and wrong. The revolution must be not in the system, but in each stu- the group to cream which always North American birds.
Grober, Karl-Children's Toys of
comes to the top but does not sour.
Kuebler, Katherine-Hansel the Bygone Days. A history of playdent's thinking.
Donald Gabbert responded for the Gander. A simple, pleasant little things of all peoples from prehistoric
new members.
story. The illustrations are the most times to the 19th century. BeautifulPresident J. A. Churchill gave a important part of the book. The full ly illustrated and printed in England.
short talk in which he pointed out I page plates and delightful in colorNoble, T. T.-Round of Carols.
"Fear not that life shall come to an end, but rather that it shall how the fraternity brothers might ing, the black and white drawings Contains 35 of the most beautiful
aid the school by boosting for the clever and humorous and both sugnever have a beginning."-Cardinal Newman.
carols of all seasons and all ages.
student fee as preparation for sup- gest the atmosphere of the little vii"If you have knowledge, let others light their candles at it."- port of community problems when age in a Bavarian valley where the '.]:'he illustrations have been done by
Helen Sewell with her same perfecMargaret Fuller.
they go out to start teaching.
scene of the story is laid.
tion of drawing.
Dr. V. v. Caldwell gave a brief
D'Aulaire, I. M. and D'Aulaire, E.
"Act so you could wish that your act should be universal."-Kant.
outline of the fraternity's principles. P.-Children of the North Lights.
Petersham, Mrs. M. F. and Miska"Speech is the index of the mind."-Sene·ca.
He pointed out the two unique basic Beautiful book about the children of Story Book of Coal, story Book of
principles of the fraternity. First, Lapland. Pictures in color and black Gold, Story Book of Iron and Steel,
[ and building fees. These awards are the fraternity receives members on and white are full page. Useful for Story Book of Oil, story Book of
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
Ships, Story Book of Trams. Story
open to anyone, but the law stipu- scholarship, but regards the other units on Arctic life.
(Continued From. Page one)
D'Aulaire, I. M. and D'Aulaire, E. Book of Wheels. A remarkably fin_e
lates that at least 50 per cent of four principles of loyalty, service,
These scholarships, given for the them must be granted to students sportsmanship, and honor as being P.-Ola. Very fine I?icture story of a set of books with pictures in color.
year, are in the nature of credit for who have never attended any in- most important, too. Second, the little Norwegian boy and his fantas-\ In~o~mation accurate, styling enterfraternity demands continued high tic adventures. Pictures with excep- 1 tammg.
all fees except the health service i stitution of higher learning.
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Classroom Work
Educational Con ference
Has Interesting History

in July, 1928. It was at this time
that the value of these meetings was
recognized, and the administration
took over succeeding meetings. Dr.
A. S. Jensen has acted as general
chairman since that time. The latt er part of Apn.1 was set as a regu1ar d a t e f or these annua1 conf erences.

In 1929 the subject of the meet
was "The New Curriculum."
"The Child's Place in the New
Education" was the theme of the
1930 session. Discussion groups were
provided for kindergarten, primary,
and intermediate teachers, and for
supervisors and health workers.
The sixth annual conference was
held in 1931, and "The Meaning of
Freedom in Education" was the
general subject. At the 1932 meet-

ing the "Present Needs in Education" was discussed. Dr. Curtis T.
Williams of the University of Washington was the principal speaker.
In 1933, Dr. Ambrose L. Suhrie
headed the session which studied
the "Problems and Possibilities in
Elementary Education." Instruction
was given for the departmental
teachers, music teachers, and instructors in the field of social sci1
ences.
Dean Frederick Bolton of the
University of Washington delivered
the k ey a ddress O f the 1934 session.
In 1935 Dr. R u dolf Cl emen Of Whi·td
·t f
11
man co ege an Dr. W. T. Wai O
State Teachers college, Greeley,
Colorado, were the leading speakers
at the conference which met to dis-

Display Today

- - - - - - - - - - ' M a n y Children's Books
WELCOME To ouR visIToRs
On Display in Library
On behalf of the associated
students of the Oregon Normal
school, we wish to extend a word
of welcome to the alumni and
other guests attending the Educational Conference. We hope
that you may enjoy the exhibits
and meetings planned for this
occasion. we want you to feel at
home on the O.N.S. campus.
JACK BUTI'ERWORTH,
Student Body President.

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The first educational conference
which was held here was in the
summer of 1926. It was given under
the auspices of the Oregon Educational Tests Assn., and the idea
was conceived by a group of students attending the summer session.
The general subject was "Modern
Teaching and Testing in Geography
in the Elementary Grades."
In 1927 two conferences were held.
The first of these dealt with
"Measurements in Education," and
the second with "The Status of Objective Testing in Oregon."
"Better Teacher Training" was
the theme developed around Thomas
H. Gentle's "Round-Table Group"

I; . . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - -

Demonstration in
Psychology Lah.
One of the most outstanding educational conference exhibits today
•
will be that of the psychology deDR A S JENSEN
partment. These demonstrations will
•
• •
I be held in room 24, and will include
Chairman Educational Conference experiments in human mazes, mir-

I

Iror tracing, card sorting, and. trial
Born in TJ.·y, Norway in 1886, Dr. and error in reasoning.
A. S. Jensen, after having received I For the human maze demonstrahis elementary education in the tion, the subject will be blindfolded
rural schools of that country, emi- in room 23 across the hall. On the
grated to America in 1896. He arriv- table in front of him is a maze con.
.
.
,
ed m Everett, Washington m 1902 structed of wooden blocks securely
.
.
where he received his secondary and fastened to the table. Each square
college education. He is a graduate is wired in such a way that a corof the w ash"mgt on st a t e N orma1 rect tracing of the maze causes a
school and of the University of white light to flash on the board
Washington.
above the door in room 24, while a
While a resident of the state of retracing or blind-alley path causes
Washington Dr. Jensen did a varie- a red light to flash. As the subject
ty of work in the educational field, traces the path on the maze with a
having been mainly associated with stylus, the people in room 24 can
elementary school work. He was easily see just how quickly the subprincipal of schools at Laurence; ject learns the path as the experiprincipal of elementary schools at ment is repeated. As soon as the
Leavenworth; superintendent of subject has made three perfect
schools at Maxee; and teaching fel- tracings, it is considered that he has
low in education at the University learned the path. From problems on
of Washington. When he first came the maze the class can see the speed
to Oregon he was professor of edu- with which the student learns the
cation at Linfield college at Mc- maze. and the trial and error methMinnville and later moved to the ods that are used. It is also possible
department of education at Oregon to show how learning one maze patNormal school at Monmouth. He is tern aids the learning of another
now associate professor of psycho!- pattern or how it may hinder the
ogy at the Normal school.
learning of a third pattern.
In addition to his teaching Dr.
In the mirror tracing experiment
Jensen has made a name for him-, mirrors are attached to the seatself in the writing world. He is the boards through which the subjects
author of several magazine articles see the path to be followed. A cardand of a book entitled "The Rural board is fitted over the top of the
Schools of Norway." This book may pencil which blocks the view from
be read in the Normal library. Dr. above. The transfer of training from
Jensen's classes in child psychology the right to the left hand is shown
are now using his syllabus for an- I by this demonstration. This approother book, a text in child psycho!- priates in a few minutes the learn-

I

agy.
The doctor is very much interested in the study of the field of social
Famous Books Banned
psychology and its particular appliIn Foreign Countries cation to the teaching profession
In a recent article printed in the and hopes to be able to devote a
Oregon Emerald a list of censored I ~reat deal of attention to this subbooks are reviewed. Censored books Ject.
are usually widely read. It is interesting to note that several of our
most famous books are banned in
other countries for peculiar reasons. ,
At the present time the Bible is
banned in Russia because the offic-1
ials are afraid that it might affect
Soviet Russia which is their religThe art department has a very
ion. "Alice in Wonderland" was unusual and interesting exhibit to
banned in China because the Chi- offer the students and visitors this
nese said it was not moral to put year. The main part of the display
people and animals on the same features Mr. Mendolowitz' work on
level. The famous book "Uncle Tom's design and color harmony.
Cabin" was also banned in Russia
Since regular courses in pottery
on account of its teachings of free- have been given by Mrs. Heath last
dom which the Russians were afraid term and also this term, the classes
might affect their serfdom.
have quite a complete display on the
"All Quiet on the Western Front" different stages in the development
is also included in the list. It was of a piece of pottery all the way
recently burned in Germany on the from the first rough piece of plastic
Nazi bonfire, banned because of its clay to the beautifully glazed model.
anti-war spirit. All the anti-Nazi Visitors will be interested in seeing
books were burned in this bonfire the many steps involved in the makbecause they were written of, by, or ing of a simple bowl or vase.
were favorable toward Jews. In
The samples in the show case in
Spain "Robinson Crusoe" was banned the main hall illustrate some of the
in 1843 but is now on the Index work done this term by the students
Expurgation of the Catholic church. in Mrs. Larson's craft class.

cuss "Education for Social Service."

Arti·sts Feature

unusual Exhibit
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ing situation for an adult somewhat
comparable to the first grader in
lea1ning to write. Habit interference
is also shown in distributing cards
on a board until it is well learned.
Changes in the conditions make for
increased time or increased errors.
Some teachers are supposedly
quite experienced in judging intelligence and the emotional state from
students' behavior. If they want to
try their hand at it, they are asked
to drop in and tell what the mental
states and intelligence are of certain
pictures they are shown.
If the
visiting teachers enjoy
problem solving, they will be inter-·
ested in the demonstrations of the
multiple choice possibilities in
thought. Memory is found to be an
impossible factor in eliminating
possibilities which have been tried
and found wanting. The teachers
are usually supposed to be rather
good at judging intelligence and
emotional states from observing a
person. It has been rumored that
school teachers have been selected
for their positions on the basis of
the conclusions reached by a school
board member regarding the intelligence and personality as judged
from her photograph. Visitors may
test their judgment on these traits
in the photograph demonstration
exhibit.

Activity Plans

One of the most important attractions at the educational conference
each year is the book exhibit which
is prepared under the direction of
Miss Maude Macpherson, head librarian.
Visiting teachers will find the
library a veritable kingdom of
books for children. A' list which is
compiled every year by the State
Library covers all the books used in
the schools through the junior high
grades. These books, which are
shown in groups including geography, history, and music, are attractively bound and illustrated to delight the reader. Two of the most delightful new books which are on
display in the library are " A
Round of Carols", an Oxford publication illustrated by Helen Sewell,
and a "New Encyclopedia of Plants
and AnimalS'' by Champlin.
Posters, the work of students in
the art department and of Miss
Headrick, librarian, occupy a prominent place in the display. A beautifully printed posted by Miss Headrick is an inspiration for teachers to
urge children to read good books.
"There is no like collection in Oregon," said Miss Macpherson, "as
artistic and valuable for illustrating
books as this one."

Form Bulletin

"Educatioa Through Activity," the
title of a boo!Qet prepared by the
teachers of the training schools of
the Oregon Normal school, presents
a detailed study of the values children derive from given meanings to
knowledge and skills through opportunities to use them. The book.:let contains 52 pages of interesting, illustrated material covering
actual activities in' social science,
creative writing, and dramatics.
Miss Clara Trotter, supervisor of
the training schools, first conceived
the idea of collecting the unit plans
from the various departments and
compiling them in book form to be
available to teachers throughout the
state. Copies of the first edition have
been sent to normal schools, teachers colleges, county superintendents,
and educators throughout the United States. Gratifying comments
have been receiv11d by Presiµent J.
A. Churchill from those to whom
the study was sent.
This booklet is ihe first of a series of three to be published by the
normal schools in Oregon. Southern
Oregon Normal and Eastern Oregon
Normal will compile and edit the
other two. This plan will be followAs a nature study project, the ed during the next two years.
first four grades in the IndependSome of the activities described
ence training school have literally and explained in the study are units.
turned their rooms into a menagerie. on International Friendship, A
Bowls in the various rooms contain Study of Flax, Creative Elements in
turtles, frogs, ,goldfish, tadpoles I a School Pageant. Original composnails, waterdogs, and other little sitions and poems, The Children's
marine animals. The third grade Stage, A Christmas Program in a
has a mouse and a cage with two Rural Community, The story of
canary birds. The first grade has a Light, and The Pied Piper, a play
pen fixed in a corner of the room I written and produced by the childwhere a bantam hen is sitting on a ren of the Monmouth training
nest of eggs.
j school.

I

Daily Work To Be Exhibited
In Monmouth Training School
"The Monmouth training school [ a large po.st. office with rent boxes
exhibit comes out of the regular acti·vi·ti·es i·n whi"ch the school chi"ldren
. .
.
. .
participate, but m the exhibit such
activities are put in organized form,"
M"
Cl
A
t Tr tt
says
iss
ara ugus a
o er,
supervisor of the Oregon Normal
training schools. "Each grade is
having an exhibit of children's daily
work, assembled by the supervisor."
In each room of the training
school will be graphs showing the
growth and development of the
whole school; the attendance; per·centage of absences and tardiness;
the amount of food used in the cafeteria; and the floor space per
child. These were presented in a
program for the parents during education week.
'lhe eighth grade will exhibit
health charts on the heart. They
will present original poetry a1id
u·mpositions, and historicai fact~
in c-011nection with the Oreg011 state
seal. This mater,al, along wiC.n an
original drama, was presented fo1·
the i;tudents of the Oregon Normal
sch., 11 in an assembly. The ar~ work
for the year includes: Paper Batik
work; the :11ak·ng of tiles; and wovl
weaving for the curtains.
The first grade studied the post
office, and the material on exhibit
will all be on this theme. A map of
the il'wn, poorly tied and w~l! t1Ed
packages, poorly t-ddressed an:l well
addressed letters, charts, stories,
stamp albums, crayola and paint
drawings, 1~ost ;:.fl.lee truck, _.,nd an
airplane for air mail delivery are
on display. The first grade also made

for each child.
The second giade has been studying the construction of the new administration building. The exhibit in
their room will include this theme
as well as a transportation unit.
on exhibit in the third grnde
room will be pictures showing all
phases of the flax and silk culture.
There are books made and 1llt1~·
trated by the children on each subject. Miss Martha Taylor has, for
the visiting teachers, a planned unit
which includes tooks for the te:i.<,h- '
ers' information as well as the
pupils' problems. and first hand
materials such as flax and silk.
In the sixth grade room will be
found illustrations of Greek life and
customs which have formed a part
of the study for the year. The Audubon Club in this room will exhibit much of their work in the
study of birds. There will also be on
display an illustrated chart of books
read during the year.
The fourth and fifth grade showing will be of the term's art work
which includes a panorama of sports
and a water color exhibit.
A series of charts and pictures on
forest conservation will make up
the seventh grade display. This has
been one of their important projects and shows the location of fire
areas and the increasing prevalence
of fires. The health exhibit shows
the history and development of the
Christmas seal. In . science there is
a planetary chart which grew out
of the class study of the planets and
stars.

.
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Art Work of New Notes From
Type Is Displayed Other Campii

W'ELCOME

• • •

TRIALS OF SPRING

Sweet Spring is here I know 'tis so,
To the woods for flowers I did go;
Around stumps and logs I poked
Then blossomed out with poison
oak.

Are you working your way through
On March 24 at the J. K. Gill
company in Portland, the M. Grum- college? If you are, you can go to
Tuesday I went the nurse to see,
backer "Isochromatic" art exhibi- James Conant of Harvard for symShe took one look, oh dear, oh me
tion of 100 oil paintings by as pathy. He says, "A promising stu.
dent
should
be
given
sufficient
Then
"To the doctor you must flee
many arti:,ts from the various secAnd hear what his decision be."
tions of the country was presented funds to enaQle him to complete his
under the auspices of the Oregon higher education - Thill •trying to\
With lagging steps I took me then
chapter of the American Artist's earn a living• at the same time re- i
Down to the dear old doctor's den
sults only in distraction.
league.
1 He took one look and "Ha", said he
Isochromatic means · thlat th,e
The Beacon sends this kindly
"To the infirmary for thee!"
I
paintings are all of equal 'value; they thought: The longest letters to
That grey old house I entered then
all have the same identity; they are home folks are usually written by
And on my bed, I pondered when
all of the same size, 16 by 20 inches; the shortest college boys.
I
could
escape from this dread place
and they all have the same kind of
And when they'd cure me of this
The Los Angeles Junior Collegian
pigments and panels. The paintings
case.
are different as to subject and show is glad to note that the music has
a tremendous range of feeling and gone down and around so often that
One night has passed and here I lie
it no longer bothers to come out the
color expression.
Who knows, perhaps until I die;
As a scientific experiment, the M. radio.
Upon this bed I must remain,
Grumba.cker company, through its
Until I'm healed of all my pain.
Dr. Merrill R. Fenske of Penn.
research laboratory in New York State college says that the next war
These prison walls do me enclose,
city, has the first exhibition of oil will be won by the nation having the
And with my friends I here repose
paintings with the cooperation of best gasoline.
How long we stay we do not know,
the most prominent artists and reFor here recoveries are so slow.
James E. Van Zant, Commander
search color chemists, to the end
that complete information will al- of Veterans of Foreign Wars, proThe doctor will decide our fate,
ways be available to all artists in- testing the Veterans of Future wars,
And for his words we here must
terested in paintings of permanence. recently founded at Princeton, said
wait;
The colors in the paintings have all that "the students are too yellow to
Now read this tale and do not doubt
been subjected to light tests with go to war; hence they will never be
Once in this place you'll ne'er get
ultra-vialet lamps for periods of veterans of future wars."
out.
hours which correspond to many
From the Emerald comes a poem
Alas, dear Spring, you are to blame
light years.
which we dedicate to the editor of
It is because of thee I came;
"Clipper Ships," by Rockwell Carthe Lamron:
You lured me out into the wild,
ey of Portland, was chosen from the
"What have you done?" St. Peter
Me, a nature-loving child;<
exhibit to represent Oregon in a
asked,
selected group of 48 paintings which
And penned me up in this abode
"That I should admit you here."
will tour the United States under
Ne'er to go out again I'm told;
1
----------------------------the auspices of American Artist's "At college for one long year,"
And
our theme song I'll tell you,
"I ran a paper," the editor said.
Professional league. Mr. Carey was
dear,
Sayings of Famous Folks Today Is the Tomorrow
St. Peter pityingly shook his head,
born near Salem and received his
Is "When do we get out of here?"
Here are some sayings from fam- Worried about Yesterday
And gravely touched a bell;
early training at the Portland
-Virginia Lotz.
ous
people:
Museum of Art.
"Come in, poor thing; select your
.
harp;
Herbert Spencer - Marriage: A
Many puns and proverbs are writMrs Mildred Strange, Oregon Nor- You've had enough of - - ! "
ceremony in which rings are put on ten about today and tomorrow. The
mal school student from Corvallis, [
__
the finger of the lady and through age-old adage has been "Never put
who paints under the name of
We close with the song of the col"FIX IT" SHOE SHOP
the nose of the gentleman.
off until tomorrow what you can do
Michael Holmes, entered one of her lege lunatic - "Batty Coed."
today" - but this spring weather is
Shoe Repairing
paintings in the exhibit.
•
Robert M. Hutchins - My idea of
a wicked incentive to reverse the
education is to unsetue the mincts
Mrs. Harold Dickson Marsh of International Club
order - "Never do today what you
(Next Door to Bakery)
Portland is the president of the OrStudies Foreign Lands I of the young and to inflame their can
do tomorrow."
egon chapter of the league. Mrs.
This term the International club J intellects.
There dawned a new day and we
Marsh appeared at the Oregon Nor_
has been studying the fine things
George Crabbe - Better to love entertained the idea that on the
mal campus last April as the eduabout foreign countries instead cf amiss than to have loved nothing. morrow there would be another
cational conference speaker on potthe things that they do to antagonPsych test. We enjoyed the glorious
tery.
ize each other. Wednesday night,
George Sand - We cannot tear a day, and as a result stayed up half
April 8, Miss Grace Maurie Mitchell .single page from our life, but we can the night studying Gates, Watson,
ALUMNI WHO'S WHO addressed the club and emphasized throw the whole book into the fire. Dashiell and even Woodworth. When
Will Rogers_ Everybody is ignor- finally we retired, we relaxed as we
Mary Cole, a graduate of 1925, re- the fine music of our foreign neighto those attending the
remembered that "Tomorrow is anbors.
To
illustrate
these
types
of
ant,
but on different subjects.
ceived her B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. all
other
day!"
music, she p 1 a y e d phonograph
from Columbia university in New
EDUCATIONAL
Adolph Hitler - There are two
"There dawned a new day" - and
records representing the great artist<;
York. In 1926 and 1927 she taught
of the chief nations. Among these things about which I know nothing, we were so weary that the breakfast
in the Garden school for girls in
pieces were "O Sole Mio," "A :Mo- international affairs and economics. bell ringing - the usual seven o'New York. In 1927 and 1928 she was
clock stimuli, did not arouse the us- I
ment of Music," "Love's Joy," "None
Dr. Warren M. Persons - People
an instructor at Bellingham Normal
but the Lonely Heart," "The Torea- in the United States are hiding their ual response. We went to Psych class
school in Washington. In 1930 and dor's Song," and "The Harmonious
and woe is me - we did not have a We Enjoy Having You!
talents in cubbyholes and tomato
1931 she was assistant in the de- Blacksmith."
test! ! ! ! Then, the thought for
cans.
partment of education at Columbia
the remainder of the day was "Toteachers' college in New York. At
Dr. Gordon Allpart of Harvard and day is the tomorrow we were so worUniversity of Oregon, his A.M. from
present Miss Cole is working in the
the University of Michigan and his Dr. Hadley Cantril of Columbia, ried about yesterday, and all is
elementary education department at
Ph.D. from the University of Chi- agree that women with vulgar, un- well."
the Western Kentucky Teachers'
cago. At one time Mr. Hoppes was couth-sounding voices are the most
college in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
assistant director of the training likely to succeed as radio speakers.
Vera Johnston, a sister of Faye school at the Oregon Normal school.
Johnston in the registrar's office, Later he was associate professor of
The Seal of I.G .A. Is
received her masters degree in his- education at the Michigan State
tocy from the University of Wash- Normal college in Ypsilanti, MichThe Seal of Quality Goods
ington. Later she was a supervisor igan At present Mr. Hoppes is the
in the Independence training school. associate professor of education and
and Lower Prices!
At present she is a supervisor in the the director of the campus training
Eastern State Normal school at school at Bowling Green state uniSMILING, COURTEOUS SERVICE
SPECIAL DINNERS
Madison, Wisconsin.
versity in Bowling Green, Ohio.
1
Split Pea Soup
William Hoppes was graduated
"I understand that your husTomato Juice Cocktail
from Oregon Normal school in 1917. band's salary isn't so 'hot'."
Fruit Juice Cocktail
Phone 9-9
He received his B.S. aegree from the
"Yes, but we both blow it."
Baked Chicken Southern with
Dressing - 40c
Fried Oysters - 40c
Rib Steak - 35c
Roast Beef - 35c
Boiled Tongue with Horseradish - 35c

I

Greetings
CONFERENCE!

Dr. Bowersox
Drug Store

Monmouth

Hotel

Barney's Grocery

Welcome to the

Educational Conference

Potatoes
Baked Corn
Combination Salad

MORLAN'S

Assorted Desserts

11 :00 A.M. to 8 :00 P.M.

"THE STUDENTS' STORE"

I

Gibson's Coffee Shop
"THE BEST OF FOOD"

A Splendid Luncheon Pleasant Surroundings -

SALADS -

SANDWICHES -

35c -

Saturday

Lightning Service

SODA FOUNTAIN

~

j
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MONMOUTH, OREGON

--------

!Glen Vinyard Is

This and That

New Camp Head
Miss Glendolene

Honor Groups
Banquet Today

..

\ ..

• • •

CALENDAR
OF COMING EVENTS

lsally Sez So
Call your numbers! Pick your bargains! You'll want to spread that
check from home just as far as you
can this week, for all the business
firms are strutt~ some very super
values.
·

What a time Les Chase had trying
At CRIDER'S we find the extra
been to ~ssemble the groups for the Norm special Kayser hosiery-in all the
The outstanding social feature of
pictures! We don't know which one new spring shades. The regular $1.15
today's educational conference is
is the most patient, the photograph- line is selling for 98c-and for an
the joint banquet of two national
Janet Waldron, er or the students, however, all of additional 59c you will receive aneducational honoraries, Phi Delta
the laurels should go to the LaDanza other pair of hose of the same value.
Kappa and Pi Lambda Theta held
group. "Toppy" is very camera shy, Sounds pretty good doesn't it?
at 6:00 P.M. in Jessica Todd hall.
and Glenn Gething certainly likes
A program has been aITanged into pose - The Collecto neophites
Did you know that the swimming
cluding music and toasts. The main
are doing their share of kneeling, season has begun? Well, it has! Just
speaker of the evening will be Sup- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - J bowing, a~d carrying junk -Don't ask one of our
prominent campus
erintendent Vierling Kersey of CaliThis sketch is wirtten to appease let the shirtless men fool you a bit, shiverers. What's more, I haven't
fornia.
your curiosity about a certain young girls, the heat doesn't bother them, seen a singl~ last year's bathing
Invitations to attend have been
lady who ,-rears a single, slim gold they just envy Raikko's tan.
suit. But that's probably because
sent out to all members of the two
earring through her right ear lobe.
the FRENCH MILLINERY & ART
This Is Unheard Of - fraternities in the northwest.
This busy girl, although graduated
SHOP has such grand, reasonably1. Frank Castillo actually went to
from high school in Vancouver,
priced suiis this year. They're there
Cupid's Knoll one moonlight night,
Student Teaches Course
Washington, calls Waldport home. and took pictures.
in all-wool, all colors, and all styles
At National Gathering
Reverting to type, she says she en2 _ Maxine Huber without Tom for the small sum of $1.95.
VOGUE will dress you in a swanjoys fishing very much, that is, she Summerville.
Miss Janet Waldro:q was recently
enjoys going through the motions,
ky new formal for only $7.95. When
selected by Miss Elaine Gorham,
3. Biz Chrisholm wants to diet.
fastening the bait and helping her
Camp Fire executive of the Port4_ Ches. Otis has decided to be a a young man's fancy turns to love,
companions who really do make a professional boxer.
don't let him see it 1n a dilapidated
land division to spend 10 days in
catch. Having worked in the hoslast year's frock-it might be disilCalifornia during which time she
5. Mahan for May Queen.
pital
at
home
for
some
time,
she
lusioning.
Get one of the smart new
is to teach puppetry at the national
is very much interested in nursing.
Getting A Wee Bit Personal:
formals-taffeta, chiffon, or· silk
Camp Fire training course which is
Among other hobbies are her inThe senior exams were delayed at crepe-and that young man will look
being conducted at Yosemite park.
terest in art a love for horses, and least half an hour because Al Bus- no longer for the apple of his eye.
Miss Waldron was chosen to do
a great de re to go camping as trin was dissatisfied with the seatthis work in recognition of previous
Here's another hosiery special. The
much as she likes. This active per- ing arrangement. Any, by the way,
work in crafts at Camp Namanu at
FRENCH MILLINERY & ART
son is none other than June Braley. don't be alarmed of the seniors seem
Bull Run. Miss Waldron has also
SHOP has discovered that the old
"M ., M .11
somewhat stiff-necked for the next
taught puppetry in the training
adage about 13 being unlucky is
ac
cMi an can be found week - who wouldn't b
ft
schools connected with Oregon Norgenerall! sitting at a desk close by session with the three e s ach~~o a founded entirely upon supersititon
mal school. Miss Gorham and Miss
the. busmess manager's desk in the prof essors.
P Y
gy -and that furthermore, 13 is lucky
Waldron motored to California,
mam office. He is E. A. Stebbins'
Mar·1e s·1mmons h as h ard enough As soon as you have bought 12 pair
leaving here April 10.
of hose from them, you will be given
tt·
th f t
Margaret Moore, coffee; and Helen secretary. To further his business t·
experience, "Mac" at one time at- ime ge mg e an asy group to a a pair free of charge. So-o-o, you see
Wetherell, music.
tended Northwestern Business school rehearsal, but what really irks her, the number 13 is lucky!
is that all of them bring either his
in Portland. Along with his secre- girl-friend of her boy-friend.
How about a new white washable
tarial work, he is assistant business
Where did Dave Osborne get his purse? Sounds good, doesn't it?
manager of the "Norm". During his high-water pants?
CRIDER'S have a complete line of
four years at Roosevelt high in PortSpring was very evident in thles\
You should see Lewis Kelley in a white zipper purses for 25c, 49c, 59c,
bright dresses and white :flanne
land, from which he graduated in track suit!
and 98c. Run in and take a peek at
seen at the dessert dance Thursday 1 1\ 1
1930, he was president of the sophoAlice Melton says that Van Winkle them. They're plenty snappy.
evening, April 16 at Jessica Todd l
more class and took the lead in the may have slept for 20 years, but she
hall. About 30 girls and their guests
senior class play.
Throw that old winter coat in the
like to see anyone pull a trick like
attended. Patrons and patronesses
An interesting and informative
"Mac" finds a great 'deal of pleasfar corner of your closet-you're
were, Dr. and Mrs. E. F. Barrows, exhibit will be presented by the ure in reading, and would enjoy that at Arnold Arms.
Nice weather for picnicking, isn't through with it until next year. Now
l\,ir. and Mrs. o. c. Christensen, and health department at the educationtennis VFrY much if he had the it Harriet and Bruce?
hurry down to the VOGUE and purMiss Hilda Swenson. Maplenut ic" al conference today. Valuable ma- time to play.
\Vhere did Arne Jensen (Jr.) and chase a new white coat-long or fincream and wafers •were served a~ terial such as prepared lessons, pic.warren (T.) Elliott hear about Ed ger-tip length-for $5.95, $7.95, or
6 :30 and dancing was enjoyed from tures, posters, and teaching units
and Edna - and who are they any- $10.95. You'll be ::. .iack number if
7:00 to 9:00, with Claudine Klum at will be provided for practice teach- Prominent Alumnus
how?
the piano. Those in charge of the ers through the cooperation of the
Passes on April 20 Gordon Ebbert actualiy works you don't!
committees for the dance were: An- Oregon Da~y Cou~ci~ and the state
In the passing of Mrs. J. B. v. problems in remedial arithmetic and
Girls, do you enjoy seeing that
na Adamson, reception; Ruth Yo- Tuberculosis Associatwn.
I Butler, on April 20, the Oregon Nor- you should see Jack Berry copy •em. campus flame of yours walking
der, refreshments; and Viola JenThrough the courtesy of the Port- mal school Alumni lost one of its
Joe Davis has promised Miss Ar- around fn drab, run-down shoes he's
sen, music.
land public. schools, a demonstration most prominent members. Frances
buthnot that he won't sleep during been wearing all winter? If you do
of t~e aud_10meter, a device to test Harris was graduated from the oreclass this term - we know a few not, why not give him a tip? CRIJuniors in Charge
heanng, Wlll be presented. The ex- gon Normal school in 1884
d
DER'S have men's white shoes (in
·
F 0rmal h"b"t
·ll a I so mclude
·
was jokes too!
Of Spnng
l I WI
a light meter married in 18851 to J B V anB tl
Dr. earls absolutely refuses to crepe or leather soles) in six brand
for te s t"m_g the r1ght·mg of class- who for over a half· century
· · u has
er,
new styles for only $3.98. Make your
The school formal, which is to be rooms. Miss Laura Taylor, health in- been closely connected with the Nor- wear white shoes - so do the rest hero the "it" man of the campus!
of us - we let ours stay black most
held May 9, will be entirely in structor, and the health education mal school. The members of the
of the time. ,
charge of the junior class. Arne classes have made a number of new alumni, the faculty, and the memMore stockings! VOGUE has this
Jensen, class president, is general health posters th~t will be available bers of the present student-body
week its super special hosiery barPomc - chairman and the heads of commit- for use by practwe teachers after join in expressing their sympathy
gain. It's a 2 for 1 plus 60c sale. Buy
I wish I were a Kangeroo
tees working under him are: Irvin the conference.
one pair of $1 Allen-A hosiery, then
Despite his funny stances;
to the bereaved family.
Fountain and Tom Summerville
pay 60c and get another pair of the
Speakers in the health section of
I'd have a place to put the junk
decorations; Vivian Reynolds, pro- the educational conference include
hose. With a sale like this in proMy gal brings to the dances I
grams; Bob Cody, orchestra; LOIS Miss Reta Logan, supervisor of
gress, let no O.N.S. gal go unstockIn searching for a needle in a hay inged. Take advantage of your opShort, refreshments; Maycell Camp- health instruction in the Portland
stack, just sit down and you'll get portunities. KNOCK! KNOCK! (Opbell, patrons; Ruth Fulgham, inv1- public schools, and Miss Ada Mayne,
the point.
tations; and Mary Alice Enos, in- manager of the Oregon Dairy counportunity!)
termission.
cil. They will both speak on "TeachBORESOME
ing Health through Activity Units."
Brown: "Robinson has got a job
Girls Honor Faculty
at last. He's working in Smith's
Wednesday, April 29 is the date of
livery stables."
EXTENSION CORDS & SOCKETS
the faculty dinner for the spring
STUDY LAMPS - IRONS
Jones: "What's he doing there?"
Monmouth
Bakery
term at Jessica Todd hall. CommitBrown:
"Smith
has
some
horses
Emil Schrader, Prop.
tee chairmen are: Anna Lou Larson
C. C. Mulkey's Grocery
that won't take the bit, so Robinson ·whiteaker's Electric Shop
invitations; Eloise Smith, reception;
has to talk to them till they yawn!"
Maycel Campbell, table decorations

Dorm Scene of
Dessert Dance

Monday, April 27-Assembly, sound
picture;· 4 :·oo, Chorus, auditorium;
6:30, Orchestra, auditorium.
Tuesday, April 28-7 :00, Theta Delta
Phi, room 23; 6:30, Staff and Key
meeting, room 10.
Wednesday,A~ril 29--Assembly, student program; 4:00, Choir, auditorium; 7:00 Student Council, in
room 10.
·
Thursday. April 30 - 4:00, Choir,
auditorium; 7:00, Phi Beta Sigma,
West House.
Friday, May 1-Assembly; 8:00, Phi
Beta Sigma dance, gym.
Saturday, May 2-Phi Beta Sigma
conference; 8:00, Social Hour.
Monday, May 4-A.W.S. assembly;
4:00, choir, auditorium; 6:30, orchestra, auditorium.
Wednesday, May 6-Assembly, s. M.
Haddock, San Francisco singer;
4:00, Choir, auditorium; 7:00, International club, room 22; 4:30,
Collecto meeting, room 10.
Thursday, May 7-4:00, Choir auditorium; 7 :00 Crimson 'O' m'eeting,
room 27.
Friday, May 8-Polk county music
festival, auditorium; 8:00 Collecto
Coed dance, gym.
Saturday, May 9-Spring formal.
Monday, May 11-Assembly, sound
pictures.

thumbnails . .

I

I

Health Display
Will Present
•
f
veW £ quzpmen

I

FRESH

BREAD

Welcomes The
Nelson Brothers
Service Station
WE FEATURE

UNION OIL Products
Try our Cleaning Fluid

M. M. NELSON
UNION OIL DISTRIBUTOR

MEALS

Educational Conference
We Carry a Choice Line
of Groceries at
LOWER PRICES!

I

and Short Orders,
Home Made Pies,
Coffee of an Unusual
Quality!

We Feature

Short Orders
and

JUNCTION CAFE

I__________. JJ
. . Open 6 :30 ~m to 9 :30 pm

Dry Cleaning And
Laundry

Fountain Service!

Finest Quality work and
Service at Popular Prices!

COLLEGE INN

Phone 6-3-0-3
MODERN CLEANERS
AND DYERS

Mrs. Taylor & Mrs. Wi,hers
1,

Twin Service

"WE APPRECIATE YOUR

J_ _
• __
PA-TRO--N-A_G_E_,._.- - - - -

(Next Door to Theater)
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Delegates to Confab
Wolves Break Even in
Keep Travel Diary
Oregon State Series

Normal Wolves

Lose to Ducks

The Wolves played Oregon State
The following is a tr.ave! diary of
Dr. v. v. Caldwell, Leonard Gus- college at Corvallis F_'I"iday, April 17.
tafson, Clarence Hulse, Richard Although they outhit the orange
New Members Make Good
Schoenborn
and Kenneth Stuart on I t~am, they failed to bunch their
Show in Workouts
their recent journey to La Grande hits and were defeated 10 to 6. They
By Kenneth Stuart
for the Theta Delta Phi national broke into the win column Tuesday,
The Oregon Normal Wolves' baseconvention, March 27-28.
April 21 when they drubbed the OrBoy! Are things humming around ball team was unable to score in the
I
Friday, 3 :45 AM. _ Although a egon Staters 13 to 8. The Wolves
O.K.S. nowadays! Baseball practice return game against Oregon, played
trifle early and the rain steadily bombarded the horsehide for 17 hits.
every afternoon, softball games, four at Monmouth Tuesday, April 14.
Summary
Runs Hits Errors
Although the Wolves chalked up
pelting down, the five of us rather
tennis courts in continual use, track
0. S. C .................... 10
12
2
six
hits
to
Oregon's
seven,
Bob
Milsleepy
individuals
left
Monmouth
and field aspirants working out,
13
1
via Salem for Portland on the first 0. N. S ......................... 6
clogging classes and dancing groups lard, Oregon's star left-hander, was
lap
of
our
one-day
journey
to
La
Second
Game:
able
to
keep
Oregon
Normal's
hits
in the gym, and archers out in the
17
3
Grande.
O. N. S ........................ 13
grove preparing for the national scattered and win by a shut-out 5
3
9
11:15-We are now about 25 miles O. S. C. ············· ·········· 8
to o.
shoots.
--1f-1fLyda, who pitched his initial game
from Pendleton and one can not be- WOLVES' BATTING AVERAGES
gin to describe what we are going
The baseball team deserves a lot for the Wolves, made a good showAtBat Hits Ave.
of credit despite the fact that the ' ing as a pitcher and also as a bat· j through. Not far from Celilo Falls Coleman .................... 18
10
.555
we caught up with an odd-looking Lyda ............................ 14
coys haven't been winning. In their I ter. He hit a triple in the ninth in6
.428
dust cloud. It was going our way for Hastings .................... 15
first three games they Jost only by \ ning, and th~eatened to keep the
.400
6
about 25 miles but suddenly switch- Spurling .................... 11
small margins to the two state game from bemg a shut-out, but he
4
.366
schools and have another crack at I was cut-off at the plate by a perfect
By Alice Johnson
ed broadside and are we covered O'Connell .................... g
3
.333
Oregon State, after this is being throw by John Lewis, Oregon's
The other evening girls and more with dirt! So much dirt has blown Jotinson ........................ 4
1
.250
writtm. Being only a two-year shortstop.
2
girls turned out for house indoor- into the car that we cannot tell the Younce .......................... 9
.222
sch~ol, the teams are handicapped , Coleman, Hastings, Lyda and Gro- baseball. Whether the mass attend- color of our clothes. Just out of Dunn ............................ 9
.222
2
by lack of veterans and consistent : ver Kelsay accounted for the Wolves' ance can be attributed to the ener- Stanfield the dust became so thick Gelsay, G ................. 17
3
.176
teamwork, but midseason should I hits. Amato, Courtney, McLean,
1
.166
gizing effects of this lovely spring we could not see the yellow line in Kirsch .......................... 6
the middle of the road. I think we
find the boys hitting their stride.
Hurney and Crosby got the hits for
weather, or to the natural appeal of all agree that the rainy W1llamette SPECIAL TWO-WEEK SESSION
1 Oregon.
the game is now known. At any rate
Summary
Runs Hits Errors
valley is a much better place to live
(Continued From Page One)
the training school diamonds simply
Oregon Normal ........ O
6
3
than this section of Oregon.
swarmed with aspiring, feminine
)regon ....................... 5
7
11:40-Ah! At last we can breathe cation; Debatable Procedures in
4
Babe Ruths. The baseball tournaBatteries: Lyda and Dunn; Mila little fresh air again. We have just Elementary Education, by Miss Clara
ment will be very interesting this
stopped to brush off some of the A. '!Totter, supervisor of the trainlard and Thomas.
term, for with such whole-hearted
dirt before going into Pendleton to ing schools; Comparative Education,
In the ftrst game of the season the enthusiasm there is bound to be eat lunch. The sun has actually been by Dr. A. S. Jensen, associate proWolves dropped a game to Oregon some close competition.
shining for a few minutes, and we fessor of psychology; Diagnostic
3.t Eugene by a score of 6 to 1.
• • • •
hope that we will find no more dust and Remedial Teaching in the InSummary
Runs Hits Errors
Speaking of spring weather nat- over the next hill. Dr. Caldwell re- termediate Grades by Miss Emma
Oregon Normal ........ 1
3
2
urally brings up the subject of hik- marks that we now know what is Henkle, supervisor of intermediate
'.lregon ........................ 6
7
3
ing. Sad to relate a followup of hik- meant by the "rolling plains of or-I education; and Current '!Tends in
Batteries: LaMear, Kirsch and ing is poison oak. It seems to be a egon."
Children's Books, by Miss Edna
Dunn; McFadden and Thomas.
very unpleasant after-effect for
9 :OO-We are now in the Normal Mingus, assistant professor of
.
.
.
many of our ambitious point-earn- school auditorium for a school English.
m the board Jump. The two-mile I ers. Many of the hikers are seriousrelay and the mile relay team each ly contemplating starting a move- dance. Forty-five per cent of the
5:30-We have decided to see
took third, and the 880 yard relay ment to "Save the wi·ld Flowers." students are men and they are esteam took fourth.
pecially in evidence at the dance. Washington too, and so we are
It seems that Nature will have her The music is furnished by a nine- crossing on the Maryhill ferry.
7 :30-Near Lyle. "'.e have suddenly
, Softball is now in full swing too. revenge in the form of poison oak. piece orchestra composed of six Nor1
mal school students and three local encountered a driving snow storm.
•
•
•
•
The track squad had a. merry ses- J 1:he new inseam ball is far more
Folk dancing has captured the in- players. The group is very friendly , As it is too dangerous to go any
sion last week in the 1ntramural' lively and some rather large scores I terest of many girls. The Sailors'
d h
further, we are now coming back
I have been
rolled up The six teams I
an s ows us an excellent evening.
meet. No exceptional marks were ,
.
·
· Hornpipe is being mastered by more
l ·lO-J t 1 ft L O
d f 11
tc· Hood River at 8:15.
are qmte evenly matched however
.
us e
a ran e, ee ng
mad e, but one could see w h a t the
'
' point-earners
th t
t in!
h d b
11 , 2·30-At last we are back in Monboys look like in compeUtion. The . and the fellows are getting much
~ • • •
a we cer a Y
a
een we mo· th we ran into another snowgood exercise
taken care of and that E.O.N.S. had 1
u ·
fellows were all m there drivmg and
·
storm north of Salem, but only an
•
The tennis teams seem to be workAnd there is to be a May day, proved a perfect host for a conven- .
1
showmg plenty of pep. The most .
, which will require cooperation It tion
mch of snow on the ground was
·
th t
t to
rtl d ing hard. One sees the boys and
.
.
promising a le es wvn
Po an 1.
.
wi·ll provide an opportunity for
. ht h
evidence of it at Monmouth. After
1 .. 45-Snow d uring the rug
.
• .
.
girls out there every day. They will 1
as
.
. .
uruversity s mvitational meet and
many girls to participate in a school certainly added to th amount on nearly 47 hours our 712 mile tnp is
came back with third place honors soon be getting some matches lined ,
e
nded
up for the home courts
activity.
the summit. About all we can see is e
·
last Saturday.
--fT-1]"_:
• • • •
the two rows of yellow poles along
Ross ;Hart really put Oregon N~rThey say tha~ the new gymnasium
The volleyball tournament ended the road's edge to guide us through
mal
on the sport world map by hv- is almost ready The seniors are still with the seni or first t e a m, consist - the snow.
1936
·
mg up to all advance press
reports.
·
Ii
f rr
A
·
o
ldin
Avi
.
.
hoping to get to use it before they ng o
ene V1son, era
e
2:30-Just reached the foot of th,
CHEVROLET
He proved the outstanding indiVId- 1 graduate The building will prove a son, L avon Sayrs, Eldora voss, c ar- mountain and found our dust field
ual star of the meet, carrying off i much n~eded addition to the ath-1 men Gueffroy, and Margaret Turn- of yesterday quite damp and peaceHalladay's Garage
three first places. He won the high I 1 .
.
bull with Jean Powell and Evelyn ful
.
.
· etic organizations of the campus.
•
·
Scott as substitutes defeating the
..-----------------:
Jump, broad Jump, and 100 yard ·
dash. His marks were all on a par .
hard-fighting junior team with
with others for the larger coast'.
Graham & Calbreath Glen Vinyard, Mary Whaley, Nedra ·
VISIT
schools that day.
I Young, Eloise Ebbert, Louise Bo. Kidd tied for second in the high
lander, Blanche Besley and their Expert Sanitary Service
THE VOGUE
Jump, Dutton tied for fourth in the i
FORD Agency and
substitute Margaret McLean.
Polk County's
pole valut, Byrd took fourth in the
Is Our Best Advertising
LEADING
javelin, and Sampson took fourth'.
General Repair Shop
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GAS, OILS, ACCESSORIES EVERYTHING FOR THE CAR!
(Around the Bank Corner on the
Corvallis Hi-way)

CHAS. M. ATWATER
SHOE

SHOP

One of the Points of
Being a Good Teacher
is Looking Well -

SHOE OIL AND GREASE
Complete Line Shoe Polish, Laces
We Repair Shoes by the Goodyear
Welt Repairing System!

SHINES! 10c

THE REX
CONFECTIONERY
"We Make Our Own
Ice Cream !"

Monmouth Barber Shop

Watch for our Educational Day

(Across From Telephone omce1

BARGAINS!

Books

B.F.BUTLER
DENTIST

Visit
Ebbert's Barber Shop
"Service of the Best"

WOMEN'S WEAR STORE!

Stationery
Notions
YOU wn.L FIND WHAT YOU
NEED AT

133 South Warren St.

N orrnal Book Store
P.H. JOHNSON

For Fresh, Choice

VEGETABLES
See

Pay 'N Save

•

